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ABSTRACT 

To  begin  with  and  considering  the  population  of  the  national  capital  and  even

deducting  the size  to  a  particular  district  still  India  is  indeed one of  the  biggest

markets  in  the  world and everyone  wants  a piece of  pie  in  this  market.

Furthermore it is characterized by relationship oriented decision making and a lot of

sentimental   factors  are  considered  in  making  and  buying  decisions,  also

keeping   in   mind   that  Indian  telecom  operators  are  designing  their  products,

promotional campaigns and packaging etc  which  also  influence  the  sentiment

factor  in  decision making. In  order  to keep up  with  the  brand name, company

name, good will, loyalty  and  trust  factor they  bring  up  these  revised  new policies

and  schemes  but  the  main  question and an  important one is that if any user or

customer enquires as to how far are these polices beneficial and whether or not they

are implemented  well.

Are  these companies  playing  with  the trust and beliefs of  their  subscribers  and

users by not fulfilling the schemes, usage patterns  and  plans that  initially they

promised their users.

But people and the existing customers  and  users are to  a certain extent satisfied

and happy with the schemes offered  by  these  companies  moreover  are  telling

others to  join and  switch from their existing  network  to  their  network  and  service

provider  because of the interesting schemes and offers their service  providers are

giving them benefits along with various schemes  and offers  at  low and affordable

prices.

Moreover,  there  are  people who found these  schemes and policies  interesting  as

it very well suits their pocket  and budget as well as  with  the  digitalization  of

everything  now a days  it  has become even  more  easy  and  handy  when  it

comes to  portable charges, scratch  coupons along  with  unlimited  usage offers

and  schemes, but  again  it  depends  whether  it’s  a  private service provider or a
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government  oriented one.  The  functioning  of   both  the  operators  are  very

different from one  another. 

INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication or the telecom sector in India is still growing when we compare

the placement and  position  of  telecommunication  sector  in  the  most  developed

nations  of  the  world .  

India  moreover  has the second  largest  telecommunication  network  in  the  world

and  it  is the  third  largest  when  it  comes  to  the  internet  user  base. Over  the

years  we  have  seen a  significant growth and rise in this sector, being a developing

nation  and  also  the second  largest  in terms of  population after China we have

also seen a significant rise  and  up gradation  in  this  sector in  the fastest  growing

economy  and  rapid  growth  in  various  fields and areas like Science& Technology,

Research, Health,  Education, Agriculture  so  forth.  

The  telecom sector has also enhanced  and  developed  largely,  it  moreover  has

immense  potential  and    has  attracted  several  multi- national companies despite

undergoing and  moving  in  and  out  of  various  scams  it is still   maintaining and

keeping  up  with  its  name, growth  and  potential as  a very important sector  and

part of  the country and  more  importantly  for  its  people.

Telecommunication  sector  is  one  of  the  crucial  sectors  when  it  comes  to

communication and keep in sink and in touch with the people across cities, countries

and borders. In many  communication areas as well as when  it comes  to  media,

telecom sector  has  played  a  role of a catalyst in connecting as well as bringing

people together. Specifically when it comes  to  media  it  has  made  it  very  easy

by   bringing   in   technical   ease  and  advances,  like  telephonic  conversation  in

electronic media  it becomes easy  to make  a  note of  whatever  is  being told and

also  to  deliver  the  news  and  information  of  the current  happenings  across the

country. 

Furthermore  with  the  changing  policies  and  strategies  adopted  by  the   Indian

telecommunication  sectors  which  has   largely  based  its  functioning   on  the

ANTHROPOLOGICAL  THEORIES(  HUMAN  ORIGIN  AND  THE  CURRENT

SCENERIO, SOCIETY AND  CULTURE) now be it any telecom company it has its
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own  set  notions,  agendas,  targets,  ambitions  and  achievements  be  it  BHARTI

AIRTEL networks, VODAFONE  networks, BSNL, IDEA  so on and so forth  each

and every of these network and company has its  own set  targets,   aims  and

ambitions and also they  come up with their own advanced as well as amended and

revised  policies and schemes. The main motive  is  to  touch the  personal  and

social  life  and making the  life of the customers easy by applying  the  principles

and  strategies  of   Anthropology.

OBJECTIVES

 To assure a minimum level of cheap CALL and SMS rates, also to bring in new

schemes and make changes in  net  card validity  and various recharge based

schemes.

 To make sure that the scams associated with the telecom companies doesn’t

affect it’s already existing users as well as  who are new to the network.

 To find out the association between various tie ups and the site and various ways

in  which  these  companies  attract  and  target  its  customers  with  their  future

prospects.

 To  look  for  further  changes,  developments  and  modifications  which are

necessary  to win the  hearts of  the  people across.

HYPOTHESIS

While keeping in mind the objectives and firstly talking about the changes that these

telecom sectors have bought in with changing and revising the policies and have

transformed the society immensely vis- a- vis the anthropological terms. They have

mastered the  demands of  technological  and regulatory changes while  illustrating

transparency, they happen to look for innovative ideas for attracting the customers

and also for bringing forth new services in the market.
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Telecom sector was and is still a part of growth sector in mobile money, working

effortlessly for the need of data security, privacy issues and to come up with revised

schemes,  offers  and  development  in  various  spheres.  The  industrial  sector

especially affiliated to telecom companies have definitely transformed by taking risk

and managing risk by seizing every opportunity in hand.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

1)‘Telecom Regulatory Authority Of  India (TRAI) first regulator in world to focus on

differential  pricing’  that  is  TRAI’s  decision  and  net  neutrality  around  the  world,

Barbara van Schewick, Stanford Law School’s center for internet and society( her

research and papers on network neutrality ),(2016).

SUMMARY OF THE WORK:-

The latest TRAI’s decision and the discussion on net neutrality regime across the

world and particularly comparing TRAI ruling in India with net neutrality legislations in

other  parts  of  the  world  and  talking  about  how  India  along  with  net  neutrality

legislations would have to look at various other issues and not just being concerned

and dealing with cutting down the zero rating, but also looking towards other things

and various other happenings on the internet. To protect the use of open internet

and the major highlight is in terms of greatness seen in the Indian markets to provide

full  set  of  rules  for  different  types of  zero rating which gives  certainty  to  overall

market.

CONCLUSION BY THE AUTHOR:-

The author Barbara van Schewick says that the net neutrality regime is incomplete if

it only addresses economic forms of discrimination like zero rating, or only technical

forms of discrimination, she further says that TRAI’s decision on distinction between

differential and discriminatory treatment of the data services is a very nuanced one.

Then by banning harmful forms of price differences it creates various other reforms

but does not create concerns with whatever practices are banned by the regulation,

it is in some other way, or by some other means charging a particular fee amount,

but  according  to  her  this  practice  is  justified  when  we  talk  about  competitive

advantage. Thus on the contrary she says that it’s only internet which allow people to

develop new applications and become entrepreneurs, but further this practice was
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banned after  that  comes the  differential  pricing  or  exemption  from networks  like

bandwidth caps, on the basis of content and it’s type then comes the internet service

provider therefore the zero rating program can access it, however there are other

categories which charge absolutely no fee amount at all. 

LEARNINGS FROM THE WORK:-

In  comparison  and  talking  about  the  Indian  telecom  regulator  which  took  net

neutrality regime at various parameters versus the regulators in countries like US

and EU who have adopted case by case decision and thinking of all the aspects at

once, by focusing on rules, by blocking and by technical discrimination and then take

all  the aspects at once because they were facing time constraints therefore they

applied this approach. The second thing is about the face books(FB) free basics

which  initially  seem  to  be  less  harmful  than  any  other  thing  but  after  a  close

assessment  it  was  concluded  that  these  kinds  of  basic,  talking  about  content  it

becomes important to make technical changes, but what makes things exciting about

the internet is the various applications compiled with fundamental standards helps

you to  reach and connect  with  people across the world  at  low rates,  hence the

disadvantage is that free basics will include only a particular part of the internet.

2) Telecommunication in India: State, Business in a Global Economy, Subramanian

Dilip, New Delhi social press 685 p,(2010)

SUMMARY OF THE WORK:-

The  work  by  the  author  Dilip  Subramanian  talks  about  the  Indian  Telephone

Industries (ITI) and how did it transformed into state run enterprise. In terms of global

neoliberal policies and discourse as well at state intervention in business this study

talks  about  the  impact  of  economic  globalization  in  everyday  life,  further  the

imagination and practice of the workers as well as telling about the development in

society.

CONCLUSION BY THE AUTHOR:-

It’s a rare yet fascinating study in historical and contemporary context of  various

multi  level complexities of state run enterprise in the problematic global economy

scenario, it also gives detailed and excellent insights of workers at micro level and
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the part of imaginations, experiences and innovations shaped by local and national

authorities.

LEARNINGS FROM THE WORK:-

It talks about the holistic ways and methods that are taken into consideration when

we  talk  about  the  achievements  of  the  Nehruvian  model  in  Indian  Telephone

Industries  therefore  there  are  various  security  measures  as  well  as  the  future

prospects as the society and culture which was shaped by various unions etc were

deeply influential. 

RESEARCH   METHODOLOGY

The study was conducted in New Delhi,  and the area chosen for the study was

South Delhi area, which in itself is a diverse place with a varied population. Since it’s

a  metropolitan city  therefore has people  belonging and associated from different

areas and states living together moreover, they also had different preferences and

outlook  towards  things.  So  very  obviously   when  it   comes   to   their   mobile

association  and  the  companies  they  were  a user  that also varied and was

different, so the network  that  they were  using was  very  much  of their  choice or

the one that someone suggested to them.

Now, further out of the varied population two particular areas were taken randomly in

order to meet the desired objectives. The mixed research approach method  was

taken which caters to both (qualitative and quantitative terms) apart from that, the

research  tools  taken  were  survey/  questionnaire  for  complete  study  of  the

population, as well as a  few in depth  interviews were also  conducted  randomly as

it  is  a mixed  society  so it was  done in the  age group  from (18-35 years) ,and the

survey was conducted among 50 respondents and since it’s a mixed population so

men and women were given equal  importance  and the survey  was conducted.

Then in terms of approaches Ethnographic and Sociological approaches were taken

into consideration because the purpose of the survey  was to known the level of

satisfaction and the impact of these change in policies had on people belonging to

different age group as well as the parts of society. 
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As mentioned before  the  age group between (18-35)  was selected because the

people in this age group bracket were  the  biggest  users of  mobile phones or in

today’s scenario  the smart phones so obviously  their  data  consumption  and

usage is varied  depending  on their data usage and  internet  usage, so did their

preferences. The method, strategy and the type that was taken were probability, as

each and every unit of the population was given fair chance and was done through

random sampling method and the type was purposive because the conduction of the

survey  was  purposive  as  to  known  whether  the  people  were  satisfied  with  the

policies, innovation and the development seen in the telecom sector whether the

schemes offered by their networks were fulfilling or not. Then furthermore since the

method  used was questionnaire,  therefore both  open ended as well  as closed

ending  questions were  incorporated while conducting  the  survey  which  was

completely based  on  random  sampling  method and had  it’s own importance, vis a

vis  getting  response  from  the  people the  closed  ended questions were direct

which  dealt  with   the  network  preference,  the  data  consumption,  the  level  of

satisfaction in terms of  the  network and services that  the company offers. While on

the other  hand close ended  questions were more likely  based  on  the fact  that

what all changes would you like  to  see in  the near future and  whether or  not  are

the  people  satisfied  with  the  changed policies bought  up  by  these  companies

and  if  they were or they are were not  aware  about the  scams and various  policies

changes  these  telecom  companies have  gone through or  have  most   likely

witnessed.

There  were also  some  of  the  respondents  which were  interviewed with  the

questionnaire that  specifically dealt with how satisfied  were they when it comes to

the services that these  telecom  companies were providing  them as well as what all

new schemes and changes would  they  like  to see or would they want  these

companies  to bring forth. Further  the  variables  of the  study were the  people

belonging  to  different  age  groups  from  a  student  to  someone  who  is  nearly

approaching  his/her  middle  age  was  looked  at  and  it  was  all  juxtaposed  with

interpersonal communication as well as group communication.

RESEARCH   FINDINGS
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Considering  the  population  diversity  it  becomes  important  to  serve  people  with

various  offers  which  precisely  these  telecom companies are serving, they are

offering various networks with usage and schemes, though these companies are

varied so their functioning is  also  very  different  from one  another each  telecom

company  as  well as  network works  according  to its  onset  rules and  set  targets.

As a diversified  city in which the study was conducted    offered and served people

from  different  walks  of  life  considering  their   needs   and   requirements  these

telecom sectors  have  time  and  again  come  up  with  new  and  interesting

schemes and offers in order to serve its customers to the utmost.

Though the region and  the  age  group that it covers is broad, these companies and

the various schemes and services that they provide is also broad and diversified, it

caters to all the sections  of the society by offering them suitable schemes, plans and

offers ranging from reasonable and rational SMS rates to recharge based schemes

and other internet packages. The various  dichotomies that these companies deal in

with  are  in  terms of  the  functioning of the various  plans and data usage packages

which  again  is  varied and  depends  from  the  company  to  company it has a

different way of dealing when it comes to PREPAID  and  POSTPAID services and

its usage by its customers. 

Apart from these  services now since things are getting more digital and as the world

is a global  village considering these schemes, services, plans and other offers we

have  INTERNET service  providers so most of these  telecom companies  specially

AIRTEL, TATA, VODAFONE, IDEA and  many  others  have  launched  their  new

services a couple  of  years ago which so to  say is home WIFI  internet  connections

which  gives an extra  edge  to  our  high  definition and  smart  television sets. In this

too these  companies  have their  onset  plans  and  schemes which  caters to

people according  to  their  needs  and  requirements they  have brought up various

internet  offers which their  users  and  subscribers  can  enjoy along  with watching

television so  these  companies have various offers like weekly and  monthly offers

and  plans and  the  various  users  can  subscribe whichever is  best suited  to

them. But the question here arises is how possibly can these telecom companies be

more reliable and trustworthy despite of being in news and scams repeatedly, like  a

couple  of  months ago  AIRTEL 4G scam which later on was seen as a fraudulent

activity. We say with time everything gets sorted so did the odds and ills of these
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companies, as the case of fraudulence got resolved, the response of the people after

the survey was conducted made it clear that despite all  the scams and the odds

people  were  satisfied  and  happy  with  the  schemes  and  offers  these  telecom

companies  provide  them with  based on the network  they have.  The two graphs

below are showcasing the difference between the ‘wireless and ‘wire line’ networks.

The above graph shows the number of wireless users and the level of satisfaction

among them, the users were very clear with the schemes and revised policies that

their  networks had made, moreover,  they were happy with the schemes and the

offers  these companies  gave them,  in  terms of  the prepaid  and postpaid offers.

AIRTEL is a major performer and it took away the show. When asked maximum

respondents out of the 50 which were surveyed had AIRTEL, followed by RELANCE

and TATA as their network and they were happy and satisfied with the schemes and

services given to them by these networks in terms of SMS services, net validity etc.

The above graph shows the wire line users and the level of satisfaction of the users.

RELIANCE triumphs followed by TATA and BHARTI AIRTEL, it’s because of the

advancement in their schemes, development and innovative offers and policies they

come up with in terms of WIFI/Internet connections. When asked about the wire line

services maximum people had RELAINCE network followed by TATA and BHARTI

AIRTEL as their broadband connection. They said the schemes these companies

provide are great as it gave easy billings as well as other offers/facility because in

case of wireless connections the connection that they get is linked to their residence

phones  or  number  so  they  also  enjoy  few  extra  local  calls  for  free,  apart  from

obviously the paid ones.

CONCLUSION   AND   IMPLICATIONS
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I would like to conclude by saying, and considering the telecom sector it is not just

limited to the technological advancement but it also focuses on the ‘anthropological’

aspects too as it plays important role in the study of human behavior and cultural,

also plays vital role in the ‘marketing mix’ and apart from this it becomes important

for any telecommunication sector/company be it government or private to have and

follow a particular marketing strategy, perhaps this can be done by strictly following

the pattern of schemes and offers in order to appeal to the society its catering to. As

the customers  are  part  of  some very  eminent  sectors  already flourished ones  it

becomes important that these telecom companies also make changes and modify as

per the required standards by the customers.

Nevertheless  one  such  conclusion  after  successfully  conducting  the  survey  and

asking very important questions the key thing that comes out is the technology and

the transparency that these companies have to keep in mind, these changes are

important  especially  in  today’s  competitive  world,  it  becomes  important  to  stay

upgraded and launch new polished schemes and offers  for sales, promotion and

keeping a good brand name and good will factor, therefore one can say that with a

few odds here and there and the conspiring times telecommunication sector has

actually reached great heights and further has a great scope and potential to flourish

more in terms of accessibility and its positioning. The very example of VODAFONE

‘zoo-zoo’s’ a very innovative concept which attracted so many users to a great extent

and other good schemes like balance transaction from mobile to mobile is handy.

The onset of digital age and communication redefined there are impact seen in the

sectors of entertainment and advertising industries as well.
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